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Newest 48W gel nail dryer curing lamp sun uv gel light 

Suppliers 

Wholesale manufacturer stock 48W uv led nail light for fingernail gel curing. Original 
branded or OEM are available.This is an official gel dryer for professional pedicure and 
manicure art, Personal or store using. It has a long holder for foot which can be removed 
as well. Also a automatic sensor make it more easier to use when you put hands in it will 
dry quick for regular gel normally 15-30s and won’t black hands. Our staff are usually in 
the spirit of "continuous improvement and excellence", and while using the top-quality 
high-quality items, favorable value and superior after-sales services, we try to acquire 
each and every customer's belief for Factory best selling China 48W Gel Nail Dryer 
Curing Lamp Sun Uv Gel Light, We are trying to get for in depth cooperation with sincere 
shoppers, attaining a new result in of glory with customers and strategic partners. Factory 
best selling China Nail Lamp and 48W Nail Lamp price, Strict quality control is executed 
in each link of the whole production process.We sincerely hope to establish the friendly 
and mutual-beneficial cooperation with you. Based on high quality solutions and perfect 
pre-sales /after-sales service is our idea, some clients had cooperated with us for more 
than 5 years. 

 

48W Gel Nail Dryer Curing Lamp Sun Uv 
Gel Light 

 Wholesale manufacturer stock 48W Gel Nail Dryer 

Curing Lamp Sun Uv Gel Light for fingernail gel 

curing. Original branded or OEM are available.48W 

Gel Nail Dryer Curing Lamp Sun Uv Gel Light is an 

official gel dryer for professional pedicure and 

manicure art, Personal or store using. 48W Gel Nail 

Dryer Curing Lamp Sun Uv Gel Light has a long 

holder for foot which can be removed as well. Also 

a automatic sensor make it more easier to use when 

you put hands in it will dry quick for regular gel 

normally 15-30s and won’t black hands. 
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Parts instruction 
1. LCD digital display 

2. Timing button 

3. DC connector socket 

4. intelligent sensor 

5. Bottom connection pad 

6. Replaceable foot pad 

Packing list 
1.Nail lamp body 
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2.Power adapter 

3.instruction 

4.Foot holder 

 

1. Direction For USE of 48W gel nail dryer curing lamp sun 

uv gel light 

1.Plug in power,connect the nail lamp and nail lamp enter in standby mode . 

2.Press right timing button according to different gel from 30s/60s/99s(low heat mode) to 
set curing time. 

3.The nail dryer has time memory function in working time setting.when the hand or foot 
left the working area,the working time can stay one minute. 

4.Nail lamp with intelligent sensor can automatically start work when put hand into 
lamp,work time 60s. 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of 48W gel nail dryer 

curing lamp sun uv gel light 

48W curing dryer 

wavelength 
365+405nm Manufacturer 

Atocnail industry 

co.,limited 

Sale type Wholesale nail ODM Yes,Color,with/without 
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polish light Customization foot holder 

3. Product Feature and Application of 48W gel nail dryer 

curing lamp sun uv gel light 

Auto Sensor Design - When detecting your hand in the led nail lamp, it will start working 
automatically. 

Timer Setting - The nail dryer with 3 timers, you can set the timer at 30s, 60s, 99s to cure 
your gel nails. 

Smart Over-temperature Design - It detects internal temperature automatically in long 
term use. when the temperature is too high, it turns to low-power operation and return to 
normal levels when temperature get down. 

Protect Eyes And Skin - Closer white light, curved and half-closed design protect your 
hands and eyes, avoiding harm from outdated nail dryer. 

Dual Light Source - Equipped with 30pcs 48w led lamp beads, suitable for curing all 
kinds of and led nail gel polishes at short time. 
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Product name 48w dry nail machine 
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Leds 30 bulbs 

Wired or wireless With power adapter 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-UV4 

Color White or ODM 

Output 100-240V AC 50/60HZ 1A 5v2a dc 

Product size 326x 185x115mm 
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4. Product Details of 48W gel nail dryer curing lamp sun 

uv gel light 

Wholesaler: Atocnail factory 

Brand: Own 

5. Product Qualification of 48W gel nail dryer curing lamp 

sun uv gel light 

We guarantee 12 months for nail dryers. It’s material and assembly technology are very 
well that few return from buyers after a long time using.Some can’t be avoided.Our 
factory has tested it via QC QE to make sure every item working good. 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of 48W gel nail dryer 

curing lamp sun uv gel light 

Deliver method: By Air, Sea 

Deliver time: Based on quantity,4-25 days 

Price item: FOB/CIF 

7. FAQ of 48W gel nail dryer curing lamp sun uv gel light 

How many different UV dryer machines you have? 
We have more than 40 models of gel lamp and different design,And develop more in 
future. 

Can you provide shipping service? 
Yes,We have shipping agent in China and Hongkong that could provide delivery to your 
country. If nail dryer tools need to be shipped to your agent will be supported as well. 
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